Sinking or floating: liquids

AT HOME

Oil at sea can be a problem. In 2010, BP’s Deepwater Horizon spill discharged 4 million barrels of oil into the Gulf
of Mexico, of which only 810,000 barrels of oil were collected. It was the largest marine oil spill in history. As a
result, much of the oil was washed ashore by the tide making the beach dirty and causing massive problems for
wildlife. But how do we explain a disaster of that scale to children and what is the science behind it?

Method
Pour the syrup into the container, enough to form a noticeable
layer, add some oil and note what happens. Then slowly add
some cold water. You will notice that some of the ingredients
in the glass sink – and some float. I wonder why? You will
experience some layering within the glass: the water floats on
top of the syrup and the oil floats on top of the water.
What happens when you add some objects to your mix, such
as a cork, lego brick, a grape or a sultana? Which one do you
predict will sink or float? Which ones are heavier? You can
now add the cork which floats on the oil, the Lego brick that
floats on the water and the grape floats on the syrup. How
does the experiment work when you use a sultana?

Observations, conclusions, ideas

Equipment list
Syrup or treacle – we used old treacle
from the back of the cupboard!
grape or sultanas
Jug of water
Cooking oil
Cork
Lego brick
Experimenting with food substances
can make some people uncomfortable.
You can ‘recover’ some of the oil (just
like in an oil spill) by pouring it off the
top. The syrup can be rescued too.

Note
An important element of the inquiry cycle is the discussions
that go along with the explorations. Asking the children
what is going to happen, letting them carry it out and then,
crucially, discussing the results and asking them to form
their own opinions about why something happened. The experiment can be refined to test the next hypothesis
that comes up. Salt water is denser than fresh water. Oil is less dense than water and therefor floats. You can
experiment with the different densities and try, like we did, to make rainbow water. Change the colour of some of
the liquids used and see if you can layer them.

What’s the STEM?
Forming and testing hypothesis with children is important. Asking them what they think is going to happen,
testing and then observing and forming a conclusion is using the basic scientific method. At Little Scientists we
use the inquiry cycle to scaffold this for the children. It is a surprise to children that the various objects float on
the different liquids and the different liquids float on each other. Oil floats on the sea because the oil is less
dense than the salty sea water. Syrup or salt water has a higher density than tap water, so it sinks to the bottom.
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